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SK innovation: Optimizing Performance
of ERP and the Business Warehouse with
SAP® Safeguarding
SK innovation Co. Ltd. and its three independently managed subsidiaries operate in
the oil refining, chemicals, and lubricants industries. The firm deployed the SAP® ERP
application in 2002 and engaged SAP Safeguarding services to solve issues around
product costing and the large volume of data in the business warehouse. SAP experts
have helped the firm achieve good results.
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Executive overview
Company
SK innovation Co. Ltd.
Headquarters
Seoul, Republic of Korea
Industries
Oil and gas, as well as chemicals
Products and Services
Petroleum, chemicals, lubricants,
exploration and production,
battery technology, and
materials for IT devices
Employees
5,500 (2010)
Revenue
KRW 43,864 billion (2010),
about €29 billion

Business Transformation

Top Benefits Achieved

The company’s top objectives:
•• Maximize the value of the business portfolio, accelerate global expansion,
and evolve into a technology-driven business
•• Establish an independent management system reflecting each business’s
characteristics
The resolution:
•• Save time calculating actual costs via the material ledger
•• Optimize rapidly increased data volume in the business warehouse
•• Implement operational procedures and rules to improve system performance
The key benefits:
•• Rapid product costing across the complex plants of the three subsidiaries
•• Faster material ledger analysis, settlement of costs, and error correction
•• Improved business warehouse performance and increased data storage
capacity
•• Enhanced data management standards
Read more

Less time to analyze data
in the material ledger

30%

Storage space optimization for analyzed data

100%

Improvement in in-house
knowledge acquisition
See more metrics

Web Site
eng.skinnovation.com
Partners
SAP® Active Global
Support organization
and SK C&C Co. Ltd.

500%

“SAP Safeguarding services helped us solve problems we’d had since
launching SAP ERP. We’re pleased performance now exceeds expectations
and that we have in-house knowledge via SAP global experts.”
Jang Soo Koh, General Manager, ERP Management Team, SK innovation Co. Ltd.
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Business model to become a leading
global energy company
Responding promptly to changes in the oil and gas
and chemicals business environments – and wishing
to speed up sustainable growth – SK innovation Co.
Ltd. (formerly SK energy) spun off its petroleum and
petrochemical business units in January 2011.
SK innovation became the holding company with a
100% equity stake in the following three, independently managed subsidiaries: SK energy, SK global
chemical, and SK lubricants.

The SK innovation business model focuses on being
a leader in R & D–intensive, technology-based
industries that include manufacturing materials
for electronics, developing battery technology, and
exploiting energy resources in countries like Yemen,
Vietnam, Peru, and Brazil. By developing technologies
that compete with other major global companies,
SK innovation intends to enter new markets and
expand through the steady growth of new business
into global markets.
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Improved product costing and
optimized data volume management
SK innovation’s processes for petroleum, petrochemical, and lubricants production required
time-intensive settlement of its material ledger in
order to calculate product costs. Complex processes
had resulted from the exchange of raw materials, semifinished goods, and products during manufacturing.
When errors occurred, they were difficult to analyze.

As a result, SAP experts have helped the company
solve problems triggered by a rapidly increasing
volume of transactions due to business expansion
and the resulting growth in data volume and analysis
requirements. In fact, SK innovation has been able
to optimize nine terabytes of data in its business
warehouse and improve its storage capacity. The
SAP services have helped shorten the time needed
to perform product costing, optimize data in the
business warehouse, and enable the company to
use related bolt-on solutions.

SK innovation had tried to resolve its data analysis
and storage issues previously but had been unsuccessful. The company finally decided to engage
SAP® Safeguarding services from the SAP Active
Global Support organization. As a result, the SAP
experts helped SK innovation analyze its product
costing processes and find the cause of nagging
performance issues in the settlement of the material
ledger. Further analysis of data types then allowed
the team to remove unnecessary data, save storage
space, and speed up the settlement process, enabling
more efficient management.

In addition, the collaboration with SAP experts has
provided the company with valuable in-house knowledge – something that will help it resolve issues
independently in the future.
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System optimization and enhanced
ERP operations
The optimization of product costing by SAP Safeguarding services has resulted in a 500% improvement
in the time needed to perform analysis of the material
ledger. The analysis used to take 2½ hours, now it
takes just 30 minutes. In addition, the company has
saved more than three terabytes of related storage
space, reducing its total cost of ownership of the
SAP solution by 30%.

SK innovation has also seen dramatic improvements
in the optimization of its own bolt-on solutions, thanks
to checks conducted by the SAP experts. For example,
an analysis that supports credit management now
takes only 2 seconds, compared to the 25 minutes it
took before.

Key benefits

500%

Less time to analyze data in
the material ledger

30%

Storage space optimization
for analyzed data

100%

Improvement in in-house
knowledge acquisition
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100%

Performance improvement
in bolt-on programs

SK innovation
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A business structure
for global growth
based on new
technologies

Business transformation

CMP17434 (12/02)

Future plans

In its efforts to help the three subsidiaries – SK energy,
SK global chemical, and SK lubricants – achieve
global competitiveness and operational excellence,
SK innovation plans to work more with SAP. The
company wants to improve more processes, enhance
visibility of information, and, when necessary, flexibly respond to the need to change the corporate
organization by, for example, splitting off, merging, or
combining business units. SK innovation also plans
to continue developing a management infrastructure
that will effectively support new businesses based
on exploration and production, as well as emerging
technologies. The company will continue to look to
SAP for cooperation and assistance in realizing its
future plans.
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